
What’s New in Zerto Virtual Replication 2.0?

Zerto Virtual Replication (ZVR) 2.0 takes Zerto’s award-winning, hypervisor-based 
replication technology to the next level, providing enterprises with a scalable, robust 
and automated solution for their data protection needs across different sites and 
application types. With the newly added multi-site replication, enterprises can now 
protect not just their main data centers, but also remote offices and other locations. 
With a hardware-agnostic solution, replication can be done from many sites to one 
shared infrastructure delivering secure multi-tenancy. ZVR 2.0 builds upon the 
previous release to continue to deliver true, cost-effective BC/DR for virtualized 
mission-critical applications.

For enterprises deploying private clouds or considering hybrid clouds, ZVR 2.0 
delivers a new level of secure multi-tenancy, automation and management 
specifically designed for cloud deployments. ZVR 2.0 is the first data protection 
solution that deeply integrates with VMware vCloud Director, enabling replication 
from a VMware vSphere environment to a VMware vCloud environment and 
vice versa. ZVR 2.0 is fully aware of vCloud and vSphere entities, like vApps and 
Organization Networks, automating the creation and management of these entities 
on recovery.

Enterprises of all sizes are interested in moving their tier-1 applications to the cloud for the flexibility, agility and increased efficiencies; 
however, a key barrier is BC/DR. Customers want to ensure their tier-1 applications are completely protected and will suffer minimal 
downtime in the event of a disaster. ZVR 2.0 BC/DR for the cloud meets very aggressive service levels, including RPOs of seconds 
and RTOs of minutes. ZVR 2.0 installs seamlessly in any environment, delivering an effective BC/DR solution for public, private or 
hybrid clouds. 

 
Key new features of ZVR 2.0 include: 

Multi-site Replication, Protection and Migration 
With multi-site replication, customers are able to protect not only the main datacenters, but also remote offices, smaller data centers 
and other locations. One BC/DR solution can be implemented across the entire IT infrastructure, simplifying management and 
reducing costs while delivering a consistent recovery process with aggressive SLAs.
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Virtual Replication

Zerto Virtual Replication 2.0 replicates between 
multiple sites, delivering one BC/DR solution 
across the entire environment. Whether there are 3 
sites or 300 sites, ensure the consistent application 
of corporate BC/DR policies with one solution.



With VM Boot Order, VMs are built in 
an order that makes sense and ensures 
enterprise-class application availability. 
Once end-users have access to the 
application at the target site, VM boot 
order delivers the application behavior  
end-users expect.





When failing over to a VMware vCloud 
environment, Zerto Virtual Replication 2.0— 
will automatically build the vApp, so the end-
user can see their application in the vCloud. 
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Summary

Zerto Virtual Replication 2.0 expands the capabilities for virtual-aware BC/DR and provides enterprises with the 

features they need for a complete solution across their entire environment. Customers can leverage one BC/DR 

platform for their main data centers as well as their remote offices for centralized management of all replication 

and recovery operations. For more information, please visit www.zerto.com. 


